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Environmental Sustainability
Sustainability has three main pillars: economic, environmental and social. These
three pillars are informally referred to as people, planet, and profits.
Environmental Sustainability
Focuses on the state of the planet we leave it in. It encourages individuals to live in
a way that creates minimal waste and even regenerates some of the resources we
use every day. It aims to improve the quality of human life without putting
unnecessary strain on the earth's supporting ecosystems. It’s about creating an
equilibrium between consumerist human culture and the living world. We can do
this by living in a way that doesn’t waste or unnecessarily deplete natural resources.
In simple terms, environmental sustainability is the practice of interacting with
the planet responsibly. We do it to avoid depleting natural resources and
compromising the future generation’s ability to meet their daily needs.
Why Environmental Sustainability is important?
Environmental sustainability is important because of how much energy, food and
human-made resources we use every day. Rapid population growth has resulted in
increased farming and manufacturing, leading to more greenhouse gas emissions,
unsustainable energy use, and deforestation. At the moment, we are producing
resources, using energy and creating waste at a rate that isn't sustainable.
This leads to environmental issues, such as pollution and climate change, which
cause harm to the environment, wildlife and humans. By making some small
changes to our lifestyle, we can reduce our carbon footprint and help to tackle
these issues.
In other words, we need more energy and materials than ever before. Despite this,
our planet can only provide so many resources before they begin to deplete. For this
reason, we must step in and do our part by encouraging sustainable and responsible
practices like saving energy and water, reducing waste, using reusable alternatives
instead of single - use products, particularly plastic ones, recycling properly and
reusing as much as possible before binning any products.
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SUSTAINABLE EVENT
GUIDELINES
Kegworth Public School P & C association understands the importance of taking
our part to care for our environment and is stepping in by encouraging sustainable
practices - reducing waste, increasing recycling, implementing reusables
and lessen our environmental impact when organising events and activities.
Promoting sustainability at your school means working with the children, families,
teachers and wider community. Sustainability is everyone's responsibility.
Introducing sustainable practices in school means building sustainable citizens for
the future and ensuring they actually have a future!
The intention of these guidelines is to provide an agreed standard approach with
achievable ways to set events and activities whilst keeping the environment in
mind. Ensuring we are following the best approach possible to reduce waste, single
use plastics, increase recycling and implement reusables.
These guidelines are to be used for all P & C organised events and activities,
including Mother's/ Father's/ Carer's Day stalls (gifts/events), Trivia nights, Election
Day BBQ, fundraiser events, picnics etc.

Planning the event
Upfront planning is essential in making real changes to reduce emissions,
water/ energy use, limit waste generation and minimise impacts on the
environment.
Identify potential environmental impacts of the event.
Set the sustainability objectives for the event.
Identify at least one thing you are going to do differently.
Identify any volunteers who require sustainability induction and include this in
your planning.
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Communications
Establish key messages for consistent communication of the event’s
sustainability objectives to the school community.
Record and report sustainability efforts and successes.
Represent and promote the sustainability stories and sustainable events
on Social Media and internal communication channels.
Engage the Class Parent Representatives to communicate the key
sustainability messages.
The event organisers team should communicate the intention of having a
sustainable event to the community and encourage participation. For
example: ask attendees to bring their own reusable bottles/mugs, reusable
bags, encourage to recycle packaging of the gifts purchased at the
fundraisers/ stalls properly.
Set up an online registration system where appropriate.

Printing and Signs
Printed materials have an impact on resources use, toxicity and waste. Aim for
an event that is as paper free as possible and use electronic versions instead.
Go paperless. To avoid wasting paper event communications should be
electronic. This includes invites, programs, materials for event planning such
as agendas or reports.
If printing materials are essential, ensure they are double sided.
Reuse existing signs, posters, banners or other decorations as much as
possible. Recycle banners at their end of life.
Where possible, design signs and banners to be reused over 2-3 cycle. Avoid
dates or themes that require year on year new printing.
When printing new banners, signs or other medias, request recycled, PVC
free or other sustainable options. Consider how signs can be used for
multiple events. Use screens where applicable. (eg. assembly hall,
classrooms)
Get creative - use small chalkboard signs, encourage students participation
in creating posters/banners on recycled materials for school events. (where
applicable)
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Purchasing products
Gift stalls, prizes, fundraiser events, food catering and similar
When organising events the preference should be given to the suppliers who share
a commitment to achieving leading environmental performance for a sustainable
future. Make choices that allows to have lesser environmental impact while
purchasing the products. Eg. suppliers who can provide products in sustainable
packaging , products made from recycled materials etc.
Purchasing from local, certified and ethical companies is one of the easiest ways to
reduce your carbon footprint.
Once you have made the decision you need to buy something, think about where it
has come from, what it is made of and what will happen to it after the event – is it
reusable or recyclable?
Use sustainability criteria to assess new suppliers.
Communicate your sustainability principles to suppliers and collectively find
sustainable solutions.
Purchase items that are made out of recycled material, are recyclable, reusable
or have a guarantee that they are made to last.
Work with suppliers to incorporate circular economy principles to avoid waste
and maximise resources. Eg. check if event displays can be used for multiple
events and recycled at end of life.
Ask suppliers about the packaging of their products and if this can either be
avoided or reduced, or if packaging can be taken back.
Research locally first and support local businesses - use local and seasonal
produce as mush as possible.
Purchase 'Fairtrade'certified products, Carbon Neutral or other sustainable
options.
If taking food donations from the school community for the event, clearly
communicate sustainability criteria in your advertising. Eg. no plastic wrapping
for food platters, encourage reusables etc. See the checklist on page 9.
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Product Purchasing Tips
Purchase locally made
products (low carbon
miles)

Avoid products with excessive
packaging (for example, swap
single-serve packaged
products with loose or bulk
packaged items).

Purchase items that are
made out of recycled
material, are recyclable,
reusable or have a guarantee
that they are made to last.

Purchase products with an
environmental or social
certification.

Food and beverages
Catering and food choices are likely to be one of the event’s largest impacts
on natural resources, emissions and waste. Implement the following to minimise
these impacts:
Prioritise reusable, then compostable serveware.
All catering should be served on reusable, washable plates, cutlery and cups.
Where this is not possible require that compostable serveware is used.
Avoid single use items.
These include milk, sugar, condiments, salt and pepper, stirrers, straws or
individually wrapped food items.
Provide a drinking water station with reusable cups or bottles. Include in
communication for attendees to bring their own water cup or bottle.
serve a sustainable menu.
Preference should be given to 'Fairtrade' * and local produce/ businesses.
donate leftover food ( where applicable) or compost.
*Fairtrade is an arrangement designed to help producers in growing countries achieve sustainable and equitable trade
relationships. The Fairtrade movement combines the payment of higher prices to exporters with improved social and
environmental standards.
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Waste Hierarchy
Most preferred

Rethink/ Refuse/Prevent
Reduce
Reuse
Repair
Recycle
Recover
Dispose

Rethink before purchase products,
Refuse what we don't need and
single use.
Minimise consumption and the
amount of waste produced .

Use items more than once.
Repair whole items or parts before replace.
Recycle what you can. Dispose the items
correctly - waste sorting. Includes composting.
Energy from waste.
Safe disposal to landfill.

Least preferred

Waste
Apply the waste hierarchy to avoid, reduce, reuse, repair and recycle. No matter
the size of the event, think about the type of waste it will create and have a
plan in place to manage it.
Ensure that there are no single-use plastics or other banned or disposable items.
no use of single-use plastics including bottled water/soft drinks, plastic straws,
plastic serveware, plastic utensils, single - use cups.
all cups / plates / napkins / cutlery used at the event must be reusable or made
from compostable materials.
plastic bags are not to be given away during events.
there should be no use of balloons, glitter or confetti that is not biodegradable
or polystyrene
the registration process and the related communications should be electronic.
(to minimise paper waste)
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Avoid disposable items. Where disposable items must be used, preference those
that are recyclable or compostable.
Develop a waste management plan and identify the waste streams that will be
generated at the event by food and beverage or other packaging.
Arrange composting for food and serveware waste where possible. Note that
serveware has to be suitable for the composting.
Provide enough types of bins with appropriate signage. Clearly indicate the type
of waste that can be placed in different bins to help avoid incorrect bin usage.

Waste Managing Tips

Avoid single use
waste as much as
possible – if you
can't reuse it, refuse
it.

Provide recycling
and organic waste
collection bins.

Reward attendees
who BYO their
cups,
bags and bottles.
(discounts or opportunities
to enter competitions)

Where single use
items cannot be
avoided, add extra
cost to encourage
re-usable items.

Keep Kegworth Green!
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Checklist
Items/areas to avoid:

Suggested alternatives:

Bottled water/ soft drinks

Suggest to use bubblers, provide water
stations. Encourage attendees to BYO
reusable water bottle. Buy cans that
could be recycled via Envirobank.

Plastic straws

Avoid or if absolutely required use
paper straws.

Plastic or polystyrene single use
items(plates, cups, utensils etc.)

Reusable items or items made from
recyclable or compostable materials.
Use paper napkins to serve food (
eg.sausage in a roll with a paper
napkin.)

Plastic food service gloves

Compostable food service gloves

Plastic single use tablecloths

Use fabric tablecloths that can be
washed and reused.

Plastic single use bags

Reusable bags - calico bags or paper bags.
Encourage attendees to BYO reusable bag.
When shopping for events use boxes or
reusable bags.

Excessive packaging eg.plastic
condiment bottles

Buy bulk bottles of condiments and
decanter as needed into reusable bottles.
Always wash and recycle bottles when
finished instead of throwing into the bin.

Cellophane packaging

Cellophane can be replaced with craft
paper, tissue paper, paper bags, eco
wrap, home compostable cellophane
bags.

Gladwrap

Beeswax wraps, silicone food covers,
fabric bowl covers, glass jars.

Zooper Doopers

These wrappers can be recycled through
REDcycle. Look for more sustainable
options and encourage responsible
recycling.
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Water
It can take three to seven litres of water and one litre of oil to produce one litre
of bottled water. Bottled water has to be pumped out of the ground, packaged,
transported and chilled before it gets to us – this creates over 60,000 tons of
greenhouse gases a year in Australia alone.
For all events events, providing access to the drinking water is preferable.
Suggest to use bubblers or provide water stations so attendees don't need
to buy bottled water.
Provide staff with reusable bottles (or ask them to bring their own) and
provide or sell reusable bottles /cups to your attendees for use across the
event.

Energy
All events produce carbon emissions as a result of the consumption of energy.
These carbon emissions can be reduced through:
reducing the demand for power
using energy efficient lighting and equipment.
Use energy efficient lighting (LED) and audio-visual equipment. Manage and
monitor lighting or equipment to ensure that the use is optimal including use of
timers and turning off equipment when not required and at the end of the event.
using renewable energy such as solar whenever possible.(when applicable)

Outcomes and Evaluation
Conduct an audit or site visit during the event.
Assess how sustainability objectives have or have not been achieved. For example,
noting single-use plastics, organics collection, excess printed materials.
Promote achievements and share learnings.
Celebrate any wins and communicate/share them with school community.
Recommend improvements.
Note down challenges and what you would do differently next time and what
worked.
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Sustainable Event Goals
1.Environmental awareness
Environmental awareness and behaviour change is promoted through the use of
key messages and communications on sustainable practices.

2.Sustainable product purchasing
Commitment to purchase environmental and socially responsible products.
Low impact food and beverages are preferred by selecting suppliers that source
locally and that offer sustainable products.

3.The highest possible reduction of single use items
4.Implementation of reusables
5.Waste reduction
This could be achieved by prioritising the avoidance and reduction of resources
that turn into waste, reusing as much as possible and increasing recycling rates.

6.Reduction of carbon emissions
Carbon emissions are reduced by minimising energy consumption, improving
energy efficiency.

7.Reduction of water consumption
8.Environmental data
Environmental data is captured and the environmental performance of the
event is monitored and evaluated.
"You cannot get through a single day without having an impact on the world around you. What you
do makes a difference and you have to decide what kind of a difference you want to make. "
Jane Goodall

Prepared by Ligita Mikutaite
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Other ways to promote
sustainability in School
Assist children in developing an understanding and respect for the environment
and encourage critical thinking.
Encourage children to use reusables ( eg. BYO cutlery or use the ones are
provided in the classrooms). Single-use products, particularly plastic ones, tend
to end up in landfill and the ocean, causing harm to wildlife and the
environment. Prevent this by choosing to use reusable and eco-friendly
alternatives instead.
Use recyclable materials where possible.
Encourage children to recycle within their rooms, at home and in the wider
community.
Reduce lunch waste. Bring your food and drink in reusable containers, and
don’t pack excess food that you will throw away. Avoid pre-packaged items.
Participate and support in environmental projects:
Waste Free Wednesdays, EnviroBank, Clean Up Australia Day, Plastic Free July, Secret
Santa, Boomerang bags etc.

Secret Santa initiative
This initiative was introduced in 2021 in order to reduce the amount of waste is
produced during the festive season in the classrooms.( candy cane plastic wrappers,
individual greeting cards etc.) 3 classes participated in this trial run and it was a
great success - well received by the families, students and teachers.
This initiative is a great way to reduce waste, use sustainable gift wrapping ideas,
encourage creativity and respect for the environment. Keep Kegworth Green!
Set and communicate the rules

Before

Get creative

After

No plastic,
sustainable materials

Be kind to your
environment and
have fun!
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There are many ways to reduce the impact of events on the planet and our
community. These guidelines can help make school events more sustainable.
The team producing the event should be prepared to talk through and answer
questions about the approach to sustainability at P & C meetings before the
event.
Statistics From ABC's War On Waste:
Australia is one of the most wasteful countries in the developed world
Every year the waste we generate is growing at twice the rate of our population
Australia uses over 10 million plastic bags a day – plastic bags are causing huge problems in our oceans
85% of soft plastics from bags and packaging ends up in landfill
Australia pioneered recycling programs in the 60s starting initiatives such as Clean Up Australia Day
The average Australian family throws out over $3.5k worth of food every year – that’s about a tonne!
Australia produces enough food each year to feed around 60 million people (over twice our population), yet
many Australians struggle to put food on the table.
3.3 million tonnes of food waste produced every year, 2.6 million of that from households. This is enough to fill
the MCG 6 times!
Approximately 1/5th of bought food is thrown away – one in every five shopping bags!
On average 1/3 of household rubbish is food waste
When food rots in landfill it lets off methane, which is 25 times more potent than the C02 produced by cars
If 1% of the population composted food scraps instead of throwing them in the bin, it would save 45 million kgs
of CO2
Australians eat 5 million bananas a day, making it the number 1 selling supermarket product. A large percentage
of bananas don’t reach the shelves.
Australian supermarkets and other retailers send approximately 170k tonnes of food to landfill each year
If global food waste was a country, it would be the third largest green house gas emitter behind China and the
US
1 billion coffee cups are used in Australia every year - these are not recycled
This is enough to circumnavigate the world two and a half-times
Most people don't realise that coffee cups can't be recycled
50,000 cups are used every half hour.
17 Billion Bottles and Cans used by Australia every year – less than half are recycled
15 thousand bottles and cans are thrown away every single minute
In 1 day we waste enough bottles and cans to stretch over 4,000KM – that’s the whole way across Australia
It takes around 400 years for plastic to break down in water, and even then it ends up in tiny pieces that are
harmful to marine life
Glass is infinitely recyclable
Only 56% of the glass we use in Australia gets Recycled
6,000 KG of clothes are thrown out every 10 minutes in Australia — goes straight to landfill
36,000KG of clothes are thrown out every hour
2700 litres of water to produce one item of clothing – enough drinking water for 3 years
The Smith Family warehouse process discarded clothing – 13 million KG of clothing every year
Some of these clothes are recycled, used as rags, etc. – 30% goes to waste
Three-quarters of clothing purchased is thrown out within a year

Keep Kegworth Green!
Environment & Sustainability Subcommittee
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Checklist
ITEMS/AREAS TO AVOID

SUGGESTED ALTERNATIVES

Bottled water/soft drinks

Suggest to use bubblers, provide water
stations. Encourage attendees to BYO
reusable water bottle. Buy cans that could
be recycled via Envirobank.

Plastic straws

Avoid or if absolutely required use paper straws.

Plastic or polystyrene single use
items (plates, cups, utensils etc.)

Reusable items or items made from recyclable
or compostable materials. Use paper napkins
to serve food ( eg.sausage in a roll with a
paper napkin.)

Plastic single use tablecloths

Use fabric tablecloths that can be washed and
reused.

Plastic single use bags

Reusable bags - calico bags or paper bags.
Encourage attendees to BYO reusable bag.
When shopping for events use boxes or
reusable bags.

Plastic food service gloves

Compostable food service gloves

Excessive packaging
(eg.plastic condiment bottles )

Buy bulk bottles of condiments and decanter
as needed into reusable bottles. Always wash
and recycle bottles when finished instead of
throwing into the bin.

Cellophane packaging

Cellophane can be replaced with craft paper,
tissue paper, paper bags, eco wrap, home
compostable cellophane bags.

Gladwrap

Beeswax wraps, silicone food covers, fabric
bowl covers, glass jars.

Zooper Doopers

These wrappers can be recycled through
REDcycle. Look for more sustainable options
and encourage responsible recycling.

The Plastics and Circular Economy Act 2021 launch was passed in NSW Parliament meaning a phasing out of single-use plastics
from June 2022. The legislation will prohibit the supply of lightweight plastic bags from 1 June 2022. The supply of other items will
be prohibited from 1 November 2022, including single-use plastic straws, cutlery, stirrers, cotton buds, plates and bowls, and
expanded polystyrene food service items.
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/our-work/environment-energy-and-science/plastics-action-plan/stop-it-swap-it

Product Purchasing Tips
Purchase locally made products (low carbon miles)
Purchase items that are made out of recycled material, are recyclable, reusable or
have a guarantee that they are made to last.
Purchase products with an environmental or social certification.
Avoid products with excessive packaging (for example, swap single-serve packaged
products with loose or bulk packaged items).

Waste Managing Tips
Avoid single use waste as much as possible – if you can't reuse it, refuse it.
Where single use items cannot be avoided, add extra cost to encourage re-usable
items.
Reward attendees who BYO their cups, bags and bottles. Eg. discounts or
opportunities to enter competitions etc.
Provide general waste, recycling and organic waste collection bins.

Kegworth Public School P & C association understands the importance of taking our part to care
for our environment and is stepping in by encouraging sustainable practices - reducing waste,
increasing recycling, implementing reusables and lessen our environmental impact when
organising events and activities.
The intention of sustainable event guidelines is to provide an agreed standard approach with
achievable ways to set events and activities whilst keeping the environment in mind. The checklist
and tips are to be used for ALL P & C organised events and activities. They can help make school
events more sustainable. Promoting sustainability at your school means working with the
children, families, teachers and wider community. Sustainability is everyone's responsibility.
Introducing sustainable practices in school means building sustainable citizens for the future and
ensuring they actually have a future!

Keep Kegworth Green!
Prepared by Ligita Mikutaite

